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Semantic annotation methods in style classification of architecture heritage



Classify buildings chronologically: 

spatial and social context, construction technique, provenance, arch.style and geometric or material features.

Supervised methods in style classification of architecture heritage



Novel interfaces in history of architecture and education

Can we use computational annotation (w deep learning) to classify building structure and 
architectural style?

This new interface would contribute:

• A new medium of remote access to reality-captured 3D accurate data (an expert 
tool).

• New opportunities in education for comparative studies (a didactic tool).



Structure analysis

Style analysis

where ppi , i ∈ N is point i’s structure probabilities, fpi is point i’s extracted features and pcj , j ∈ M is component j’s style probabilities



Neural Networks pushed to the limit: 
classifying hybrid structures of architectural styles

“Archaeologists investigating a low hill on the southern edge of Nicosia in a millennium or two’s time are
likely to discover the remains of a monumental structure with a bizarre mixture of architectural styles and
motifs: Byzantine domes and column capitals, Gothic mouldings and windows, Venetian lions, Ottoman
lattices, Cypriot vernacular arches, and British coats of arms, plus further oddities such as stone camels’
heads and gargoyles wearing bowler hats. Unless scholarly interests have changed drastically by then
(and presumably they will have), the archaeologists are likely to ask questions about the ethnic identity of
the builders and inhabitants of this structure: Greek? Turkish? Frankish? Venetian? British? Cypriot? or
some mixture of them all?”

(M. Given 2005: 207)



PART 1
Historical periods / architectural style definitions



Selected examples of architectural heritage



3D reality capture and optimization

Townhouse in Ayioi Omologites

Severios Library 

Archaeological Research Unit Building

Cyprus Archaeological Museum portico



Heritage classification 

&

stylistic definition factors



Architecture factors

Form and shape: in terms of main form, geometric or irregular and dimension.

Building structure: in terms of type of structure (skeletal frame, load bearing), type of column,material and shape

of brackets and material of balustrade.

Building material: in terms of usage, colour, function.

Opening: in terms of size, shape, position on the façade of the building.

Door, Entrance, Window: in terms of height, width, position.

Balcony/ Bay window/ Semi open space: in terms of location, function, size.

Ornamentation: in terms of period, style, date.



Types of building parts to be annotated for arch. style definition

Doors

Stone frames (rectangular shape surroundings)

Doorway (Round arched, rectangular)

Fanlight windows (Semi-circular, Rectangular)

Windows

Bay Window

Window shutters

Ornamentation (Ashlar, tooled masonry, rusticated and

polygonal, rock or pitched surface finishes in stone

masonry)

Columns

Doric style column

Ionic style column

Tuscan columns

Ionic style Pilasters

Doric style Pilasters

Balcony

Brackets (Solid or Full Triangle and Empty triangle,

stone, iron)

Veranda

Covered Balcony

Balustrade

Ornamentation

Corner pediments

Plant figures, symbols and diamond cut stones.

Iron lattice-work (iron guards used in doors,

fanlights, windows, balconies and elsewhere)

Walls

Load bearing walls from cut stone, ashlar

facing and rubble backing, stone + mud brick

and timber strutted with stone infill

Floors (number of)

Roof

Flat roof

Inclined roof

Pitch roof

Chimney
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PART 2
Training with labelled (annotated) datasets



Training dataset - BuildingNet

https://buildingnet.org/Martinez, R., Kalogerakis, E. (UMass Amherst)

https://buildingnet.org/


Online interface for building part annotation



Cultural heritage experts:

• Architects, experts in conservation; 

• Historians of architecture;

• Academics;

• Representatives of professional bodies (ICOMOS); 

and,

• Officers of the local authorities (Department of 

Antiquities). 

Evaluated:

• Labels, 

• Representation accuracy, 

• Annotation element granularity, 

• Interface usability feedback.



Extraction & annotation of architectural features of the building



PART 3 
Learning (3D Semantic Segmentation & Classification)



Structure segmentation via ANN pipeline
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PART 4
Online access / interface



https://annfass-srv.cs.ucy.ac.cy/home

https://annfass-srv.cs.ucy.ac.cy/home


Octree-based High-Resolution Network (O-HRNet)

reality interpretationInterface?
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